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ACRONYMS 

HSLV2: Hot Spot Locator Version 2 

API: Application Programming Interface 

OS: Operating System 

IHM: Interaction Human-Machine 

IDE: Integrated Development Environment 

MFC: Microsoft Foundation Class 

GUI: Graphical user interface 

GNU: Gnu's Not UNIX 

GCC: GNU Compiler Collection 

OSAL: Operating System Abstraction Layer 

 

 

 

DEFINITION 

Porting: It’s the process of adapting software so that an executable program can be created for a computing environment 

that is different from the one for which it was originally designed. 

Cross-platform: It’s a term used to refer to computer software that are implemented and inter-operate on multiple 

computer platforms (also known as multi-platform). 
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ABSTRACT 

This document is a study about software portability on the platform Windows and Mac OS X. This study is a 

feedback from the migration of HotSpotLocator Version 2 (HSLV2) using MFC to a multi-platform 

environment thanks to Qt framework. 

HSLV2 is application which can locate hotspot orange from an address and show them in a map. It is mainly 

composed of a plug-in which has a geocoding service and a map interface to display and save favorite address. 

This study is about the development of this plug-in as a cross platform dynamic library. 

It was written during the internship of Jonathan Courtois. 

A first part show the different ways I take during the development of a cross-platform project and the problems 

I encountered. Then, the second part is a feedback about Qt Creator, the IDE created by Qt team (Nokia). 

1 REFERENCES 

ID Title Reference / documentary code Last view 

[1]  A cross-platform application 
and ui framework 

http://qt.nokia.com 03/09/2009 

[2]  C++ Library Reference http://www.cplusplus.com/reference 03/09/2009 

[3]  Download Xcode http://developer.apple.com/technology/Xcode.html 03/09/2009 

[4]  qmake Variable Reference http://doc.trolltech.com/4.5/qmake-variable-
reference.html 

03/09/2009 

[5]  Qt reference 
documentation 

http://qt.nokia.com/doc/4.5 03/09/2009 

[6]  Process Explorer http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/sysinternals/bb896653.aspx 

03/09/2009 

[7]  Nullsoft scriptable install 
system 

http://nsis.sourceforge.net/Main_Page 09/09/09 

[8]  Utiliser cppunit pour gérer 
ses tests unitaires 

http://ftp-
developpez.com/miles/tutoriels/cpp/cppUnit/cppUnit.pdf 

09/09/09 

[9]     

2 DEVELOPING A CROSS-PLATFORM PROJECT 

2.1 API used 

When you are developing a cross-platform application, you can’t use API or frameworks depend of the OS. 

For example, it is forbidden to use MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class) for this king of software. Indeed, if you 

do it, you will be forced to develop two times a layer in your application architecture. The only time it could be 

acceptable is for the presentation layer. The differences about GUI (Graphic User Interface) are so important 

between Windows, Mac OS X and Linux that to be part of the philosophy of each OS, it’ could be necessary 

(cf 2.7). 

But don’t think that it’s because you won’t use API dependent of the OS that you will be limited about 

functionality. There is a lot of very good multi-platform API for C++ programming (Qt, WxWidgets, Boost, 

GTK, etc). For my part, I used Qt and I will give you a feedback about its utilization and functionality. 

2.1.1 Qt presentation 

Qt is a cross-platform application development framework [1]. It uses C++ with several non-standard 

extensions implemented by an additional pre-processor that generates standard C++ code before compilation. 

Qt includes GUI and several classes distributed in modules. 

Modules for general software development: 

 QtCore  Core non-graphical classes used by other modules 

 QtGui  Graphical user interface (GUI) components 

 QtNetwork Classes for network programming 

http://qt.nokia.com/
http://www.cplusplus.com/reference
http://developer.apple.com/technology/Xcode.html
http://doc.trolltech.com/4.5/qmake-variable-reference.html
http://doc.trolltech.com/4.5/qmake-variable-reference.html
http://qt.nokia.com/doc/4.5
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896653.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb896653.aspx
http://nsis.sourceforge.net/Main_Page
http://ftp-developpez.com/miles/tutoriels/cpp/cppUnit/cppUnit.pdf
http://ftp-developpez.com/miles/tutoriels/cpp/cppUnit/cppUnit.pdf
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 QtOpenGL OpenGL support classes 

 QtScript Classes for evaluating Qt Scripts 

 QtScriptTools Additional Qt Script components 

 QtSql  Classes for database integration using SQL 

 QtSvg  Classes for displaying the contents of SVG files 

 QtWebKit Classes for displaying and editing Web content 

 QtXml  Classes for handling XML 

 QtXmlPatterns An XQuery & XPath engine for XML and custom data models 

 Phonon  Multimedia framework classes 

 Qt3Support Qt 3 compatibility classes 

Modules for working with Qt's tools: 

 QtDesigner Classes for extending Qt Designer 

 QtUiTools Classes for handling Qt Designer forms in applications 

 QtHelp  Classes for online help 

 QtAssistant Support for online help 

 QtTest  Tool classes for unit testing 

During my development of HotSpotLocator V2 plugin, I used different modules and I never feel lost about the 

working (the documentation is very well done) or see a lack about something not implemented yet. I used the 

following classes to: 

 

QtCore 

 QByteArray: Store data from a download request and write them in a file 

 QDateTime: Get the current time for writing log  

 QDir: Manage directories (create,  delete, is Exist) 

 QFile: Manage files (create,  delete, is Exist, read, write) 

 QIODevice: Load the XML feed in the reader 

 QLibrary: Load and manage dynamic library (the plug-in) 

 QList: Manage different element in a list 

 QMap: Associate a key and a value with quick find possibilities 

 QObject: Base class sometimes inherited to used signal and slot (event mechanism) 

 QSettings: Manage ini files to store informations (Network and Google settings) 

 QString: Manipulate string (substring, split, …) 

 QThread: Manage thread 

 QTimer: Manage timer 

 QUrl: Create url for web request 

 QXmlStreamReader: XML class I inherited to create my own parser  

   QtGui 

 QAbstractItemView: Represente items like I want (color, form, …) and store informations 

 QColor: Define a color when writing log 

 QComboBox: Create a selection list 

 QGraphicsPixmapItem: Display pictures saved 

 QGraphicsScene: Display items (QGraphicsItem) 

 QGraphicsView: Display scene (QGraphicsScene) 

 QLabel: Write text in interface 

 QLayout: Define layout to manage graphic object 

 QLineEdit: Ask user to write a text 

 QListView: Write log in a list 

 QTabWidget: Define some tabs in the interface 

   QtNetwork 

 QNetworkAccessManager: Send request on the web 

 QNetworkProxy: Define and store proxy informations 

 QNetworkReply: Manage data get when a request is finished 
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 QNetworkRequest: Create a request from QUrl 

   QtWebKit 

 QWebView: Display a web page 

 QWebPage: Manage different page in a QWebView 

 QWebFrame: Store proxy information for QWebView 

   QtXml 

 QXmlAttributes: Get attributes from XML tags 

 QXmlErrorHandler: Handle error on XML file 

 QXmlReader: Read XML file 

 

To finish with Qt presentation, it’s now an old cross-platform API (first version on 2005) and a very complete 

one. You will find all you need to create advance applications without problems. I will present the GUI part of 

Qt in section 2.7. 

2.1.2 C++ standard 

Do not forget that there is also C++ standard name STD or STL classes which are totally multi-platform [2]. In 

my project, I would like to be completely independent from Qt for in and out part of module (interface, 

listener, input files, etc) and for that, I only used STD object (string, date, list, etc). 

2.1.3 Qt compilation 

2.1.3.1 Windows 

When you download the SDK from Qt web site [1] and you want to compile with Microsoft Visual C++, you 

need to recompile all the source code. The method is very simple, and I will detail it just below: 

1. Download the SDK and install it in your computer. For the sample, Qt will be installed in: 
C:\Qt\2009.03  

2. With a windows shell (Start > Execute > cmd.exe) go to this repository and execute a batch to initialize 

visual variable. 

Visual 2005 
C:\Qt\2009.03>"C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 

8\VC\vcvarsall.bat" 

Visual 2003 
C:\Qt\2009.03>"C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 

2003\Common7\Tools\vsvars32.bat" 

3. After you need to launch the construction. We want shared Qt libraries compiled with visual studio. 

(some minutes) 

Visual 2005 
C:\Qt\2009.03> configure -shared -debug-and-release -platform win32-

msvc2005 

Visual 2003 
C:\Qt\2009.03> configure -shared -debug-and-release -platform win32-

msvc2003 

4. And then you compile with the following command (about 2 hours) 
C:\Qt\2009.03> nmake 

Before version 4.5.2, only GDB (GNU debugger) was available to debug Qt source code. To debug on 

Windows, it was necessary to compile with MinGW (GCC on windows). But since version 4.5.2, CDB 

(Microsoft Console Debugger) can be use to debug Qt application compiled with Visual C++ compiler 

During the compilation of Qt 4.5.2 (2009.03) an error occurs: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

........libQtWebKitd4.dll : fatal error LNK1120: 8 unresolved externals 

NMAKE : fatal error U1077: '"C:Program FilesMicrosoft Visual Studio 

8VCBINl 

ink.EXE"' : return code '0x460' 

Stop. 

NMAKE : fatal error U1077: '"C:Program FilesMicrosoft Visual Studio 

8VCBINn 

make.exe"' : return code '0x2' 

Stop. 

NMAKE : fatal error U1077: 'cd' : return code '0x2' 

Stop. 
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To correct this error, you just need to remove the following files: 
C:\Qt\2009.03\qt\src\3rdparty\webkit\WebCore\tmp\moc\debug_shared\mocinclude.tmp 

C:\Qt\2009.03\qt\src\3rdparty\webkit\WebCore\tmp\moc\release_shared\mocinclude.tmp 

2.1.3.2 Mac OS X 

Using Qt on Mac OS X is easier, you just need to download the SDK from the web site [1] and install it. Be 

careful to have GCC install to be able to compile Qt source code. GCC is available with XCode tools [3]. 

 

2.2 Architectural design 

About the architectural design of the application, I wasn’t block with cross-platform requirement. I didn’t need 

to create OSAL (Operating System Abstraction Layer) because Qt already played this part. The only design 

pattern I used to get around Qt dependency is factory method. Indeed, one of my modules (the web browser) 

uses a QWebView to display the web page and manage interaction with the user. To display this module in my 

application, I need to give a graphic object parent to define where it will be placed. If I define a QWidget 

object in the constructor of my module, I’m completely dependent of Qt framework and it’s not what I want.  

In my constructor, I defined a (void *) argument which could be a QWidget but also GTK_WIDGET or 

something else. My factory identifies what’s kind of parent it is and construct the good web browser module 

associate with the parent widget. For that it’s important to define an interface for the WebBrowser module 

which all objects (Qt, GTK, wxWidget, etc) supported will inherit (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 : Class diagram of WebBrowserFactory 

 

2.3 Project environment 

I met a lot of difficulty to compile the same source code on the 3 workspace I have: 

 My development computer: Windows XP SP3. 

 Continuous integration platform: Windows XP SP3 with Hudson. 

 Test platform: Mac OS X Leopard. 

In my opinion, a good code source management for a cross-platform project is when you have your entire 

source in a SVN repository, you just checkout (update) your source in your local machine (Windows, Mac OS 

X, Continuous integration) and simply build your binaries. For obtain a project environment like that, I needed 

to create tree files adapted and define some parameters in Qt project files. 

2.3.1 Tree files 

The first problematic was the tree file. We need to keep the same tree file for all platforms to have always the 

same library and source path, but they work in a different way. 

 On windows, when I build my project (.pro file with QtCreator), it creates 2 directory (debug and 

release) where it puts object, moc and bin files on them. 

 On Hudson, it does the same but the build directory is the workspace not the directory where the .pro 

file is place. 

 On Mac OS X, it does not create subdirectory but puts all build files in the .pro folder. 

So I change a little bit the tree file and add tips to obtain the same build everywhere: 
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The tips I made for Mac OS X correct compilation are describe in the next section (2.3.2) and those for Hudson 

in part 2.4. 

2.3.2 Project management 

Project in Qt Creator are manage with .pro files which contain C++, headers files and libs related to the project. 

There is also a .pro.user files which contains project information define in Qt Creator project section. I will 

detail some qmake variable I used in my project files. 

Add or remove Qt modules to your project 
QT += Network 

QT -= gui 

Define the type of project (application, library, etc) 
TEMPLATE = lib 

Add configuration parameters (static library, dynamic library, etc) 
CONFIG += staticlib 

Define preprocessor variables 
DEFINES += TRACER_ON 

Include path for header files 
INCLUDEPATH += ../../Plugin/Include 

Add source, header and form files 
SOURCES += GeoCartoManager.cpp 

HEADERS += GeoCartoManager.h 

FORMS += MainWindow.ui 

trunk                                                                        trunk 

        Geo                                                                          Utils  

                GeoCarto                            NetRequestManager 

                        Manager                                                                   Src 

                                Include                                                                     debug 

                                Src                                release 

                                        debug                       TU             

                                        release                               debug 

                                Tester                                             release 

                                        debug                       Tester 

                                        release                                                              debug 

                        Plugin                                                                               release 

                                Google                                                     Tracer 

                                        Src                                                            Src 

                                               debug                                                        debug 

                                               release                                                       release 

                                        TU                                                            Tester 

                                               debug                                                        debug 

                                               release                                                       release 

                                Include                            WebBrowser 

                GeoData                        Include 

                        GeoValueObject                                     Qt  

                                Src                                 Src 

                                        debug                                        debug 

                                        release                                        release 

                                Tester                                              TU 

                                        debug                           debug 

                                        release                                                                       release 

                                                                                                     Tester 

                                                                                                             debug 

…                                                                                                             release 
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Define the name of the target 
TARGET = GeoCartoManagerd 

Add library path 
LIBS += ../Utils/Tracer/Src/debug/libTracerd.a 

Define object, moc and destination directory 
OBJECTS_DIR = release 

MOC_DIR = release 

DESTDIR = release 

Syntax to define different parameters for debug and release build 
CONFIG( debug, debug|release ) { 

#Debug 

} else { 

#Release 

} 

Syntax to define different parameters for windows, mac and linux systems 
win32 { 

## Configuration for Windows ## 

} else:macx { 

## Configuration for Mac OS X ## 

} else { 

## Configuration for Linux ## 

} 

A sample file (Sample.pro) regroups all .pro files syntax I used during my development. The complete manual 

of qmake variable is available on Qt documentation [4]. 

 

2.4 Hudson 

I met some problem to compile on Hudson keeping my SVN architecture.  I will detail here the Hudson 

configuration I used. 

On Hudson, I created one job for each subproject which contains Src, Tester and Unit Test (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 : Jobs in Hudson 

 

I installed the same configuration as on my development computer, but I met some build problems. The global 

variable define on the slave windows machine was not recognize on Hudson and a .bat file to define them on a 

console environment didn’t work. So I define these global variables directly on Hudson slave configuration 

(Figure 3). 

Sample.pro
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Figure 3 : Global variables on Windows slave 

 

I will now present you a job configuration. First I define a project name, and end it with _buildplatformname. 

Then, I associate the job to a node, here a windows one (Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4 : Project options on Hudson (1/5) 

 

After that I redefine the workspace to keep the tree file, otherwise the svn update source files in the workspace 

directory and build file there as well (Figure 5) 

 

 
Figure 5 : Project options on Hudson (2/5) 

 

Then we define where update the source file. In this job, I defined for the moment only Src files and Tester file. 

They are update only if a change is done (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 : Project options on Hudson (3/5) 

 

This project used a Tracer which needs to be compiled first, so I defined it as upstream project and it will be 

build before this one. The power of continuous integration is to build automatically and periodically source 

code, that’s why I defined a cron task to build the job every day at 11am and 17pm (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7 : Project options on Hudson (4/5) 

 

   Finally, I defined the build settings with a .bat file and write a windows batch command here (Figure 8). 

 

 
Figure 8 : Project options on Hudson (5/5) 
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   The bat file contains the followings line:  
cd %1 

C:/Qt/2009.03/qt/bin/qmake.exe %2 -spec win32-msvc2005 -r CONFIG+=release 

nmake.exe 

%X are arguments define on the command line. It first moves to the good directory and then executes release 

build. The command cd %1 is needed to compile in the same directory as Windows and Mac OS X system. 

 

2.5 Integrated development environment 

In the team I work (CIM); they used to work with Visual Studio 2003 or 2005 for C++ project. It could be 

possible with a Qt development thanks to an integration module for visual available in Qt web site [1]. But my 

internship was an opportunity to test the new IDE of Qt: Qt Creator. Qt Creator is a cross-platform IDE and is 

part of Qt SDK. When you install the SDK and compile the source code of Qt (only for windows), Qt creator 

become available to work with. The chapter 3 is a feedback about my used of Qt Creator during the 

development of my project. 

 

2.6 Compilation 

In the conclusion of my portability analysis I made at the beginning of my internship, I decided to use 2 

compilers. This choice allow me to test my source code in the best compiler of each platform (Visual studio 

C++ on Windows and Gcc on Mac OS X) and that return me different type of errors/warnings. Gcc is also the 

best compiler for Linux platform, so I think we won’t have a lot of problem if we try to port the plug-in I made 

on Linux.  

To be able to do this, I chose to use Qmake as automatic generator of MakeFiles. In fact, I define in Qt Creator 

(the IDE I used) the directory where my Qt is install (or build) and it is able to detect the compiler I used to 

compile it. Of course, it will use the same compiler to build my source code. Note that it’s not possible to build 

source code with visual C++ compiler if you are using Qt framework compiled with MinGW (Gcc for 

windows). So, when I launch a compilation in Qt Creator, Qmake create all the MakeFiles for the good 

compiler and the compile the source code, nothing more to do. I will now present you the difference I noted 

between Cmake and Qmake. 

 

Cmake 

Cmake it does not directly build the final software, but instead generates standard build files (e.g., makefiles on 

Mac OS X or Linux and Visual C++ projects on Windows). It is necessary to build your source code with your 

compiler in a second step. Using Cmake, you will have two types of files: 

 Cmake script (CMakeLists.txt) 

 Project files (.vcproj or other) 

 

Qmake 

Qmake use Qt project s files (.pro) to generate a Makefile containing all the commands that are needed to build 

each project and then build the project. You do not have to call your compiler by yourself. With Qmake, you 

will have only one type of files which are used as script for Qmake and as project files: 

 Qt project files (.pro) 

 

In my opinion, Qmake is easier to use and maintain if you are developing with the Qt framework (just one type 

of file to manage) but not appropriate if you are not using Qt in your source code. Indeed, it is possible to use 

Qmake for another type of project (with .vcproj for example) but you will be dependent of Qt and it’s not really 

what we want. 

 

2.7 Graphic User Interface 

The Graphic User Interface (GUI) is the point the more complicated when you are developing cross-platform 

software. This is because Mac users and developers are a philosophy very punctilious about what an interface 

should look like. You need to place buttons, labels, tabs, etc, at a very particular place in your interface if you 

want your application to be adopted by the Mac community. You do not have the same philosophy on windows 

and these users are more able to accept a program a little bit different. 
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To answer at this problem, the best way is to develop one GUI for each platform. This is possible because your 

presentation layer is completely independent to the others, but it cost more development. In my internship, I 

didn’t have the time to create 2 testers (one for Windows and one for Mac OS X) but I felt the need. In Qt 

Creator, you have a designer to create quickly your application and the objects are adapted for the different 

GUI representations. But you always have changes when you switch one to others. For example, the buttons on 

Mac are round and square on Windows. The text length won’t be the same for a good representation. In 

conclusion, because I developed on Windows, I didn’t create a very good interface on Mac OS X, and I’m sure 

it’s a point to improve, why not by creating another interface for Mac. 

 

2.8 Library 

2.8.1 Dynamic 

The plug-in (GeoCartoPluginGoogle) I developed for HLV2 is a dynamic library. Reminder, a dynamic library 

can be load into an application program at runtime whereas a static library is embedded into the program. Qt 

framework allows developers to create cross-platform dynamic library very easily. First, I will describe the 

method to do this, and then I will develop the problems I encountered. 

First you need to add a preprocessor variable on project files 
DEFINES += GEOCARTOPLUGINGOOGLE_LIBRARY 

Then in a header, you define export and import options. 
#if defined(GEOCARTOPLUGINGOOGLE_LIBRARY) 

#  define GEOCARTOPLUGINGOOGLESHARED_EXPORT Q_DECL_EXPORT 

#else 

#  define GEOCARTOPLUGINGOOGLESHARED_EXPORT Q_DECL_IMPORT 

#endif 

And finally, to export your function, you need to use the following syntax 
GEOCARTOPLUGINGOOGLESHARED_EXPORT IGeoCodingPlugin* getGeoCodingPlugin() 

The theory is simple, but in practice, it’s more complicated. C++ syntax does not have norms of exportation, 

so, each compiler encodes the name of functions like it want. First of all, the name is not always readable and 

it’s necessary for cross-platform development to be able to compile in different compilers. A C++ export look 

like this: 
??4getGeoCodingPlugin@@QAEAAV0@ABV0@@Z 

It’s impossible to use this kind of function in your dynamic library manager. So the only way is to convert your 

function in C because there is norm syntax. But one more time, you cannot convert a class into C syntax 

because C is not an object language. To get around this problem, I created function to create and return an 

instance of a C++ class and then export this function in C syntax. 

The syntax to export is: 
extern "C" GEOCARTOPLUGINGOOGLESHARED_EXPORT IGeoCodingPlugin* 

getGeoCodingPlugin() 

And the name of the function in the dynamic library becomes: 
getGeoCodingPlugin 

 After that, the manager defines a typedef for the function: 
typedef IGeoCodingPlugin* (*GetGeoCodingPluginMethod)(); 

 Finally, you get your plug-in method into your typedef, and then use it: 
GetGeoCodingPluginMethod getGeoCodingPlugin = (GetGeoCodingPluginMethod) 

m_pPlugin->resolve("getGeoCodingPlugin"); 

m_pGeoCodingPlugin = getGeoCodingPlugin(); 

 

At the end, you will have .dll files on Windows and .dylib files on Mac OS X. Use QLibrary to load and 

resolve your dynamic library in the manager (cf Qt documentation [5]). 
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2.8.2 Static 

If you want to create static library in your project, it’s really simple with Qt. 

Add this config line in your library project files: 
CONFIG += staticlib 

Then include your library in the project file which you want to link it: 

Windows 
LIBS += NetRequestManager/Src/release/NetRequestManager.lib 

Mac OS X 
LIBS += NetRequestManager/Src/release/libNetRequestManager.a 

And to finish, include the path of headers files you need:  
INCLUDEPATH += NetRequestManager/Src 

And that’s it, just include your headers files and use you static library like another classes. 

 

2.9 Unit Tests 

It was necessary in my project to construct unit tests for check the proper functioning of some methods I 

developed. Of course, the unit tests need to be multiplatform and for the C++ language. I used cppUnit. 

CppUnit is a unit testing framework module for C++, described as a C++ port of JUnit. The library is released 

under the GNU LGPL license. It is very easy to use and there are many tutorials available on the web [8]. 

 

2.10 Debugging 

The debugging part does not cause me a lot of problem. I used the debugger tool integrated in Qt Creator in 

Windows and Mac OS X. To avoid a maximum of bug, I corrected all the warnings show by Visual C++ 

compiler and GCC. And to finish, if I didn’t identify the bug, I used the tracer and logger file I  had to my code 

from the FT Tracer library. 

2.11 Memory leak 

After developing an application or a module, it’s always necessary to check if the program does not have a 

memory leak. A memory leak is an increase of the memory use by the binary due to an action or a repetition of 

action. To identify these problems, it’s common to use a graphic tester which will test all the method 

implemented and check the state of the memory in real time. There are different tools in Windows and Mac OS 

X. I will quickly present those I used. 

2.11.1 Windows 

On Windows, I used Process Explorer [6][8] which is a freeware available only on this platform. It is a system 

monitoring and examination utility and can be used as the first step in debugging software or system problems. 

In the Figure 9, we can see the processor use in the first graph, memory use in the second and input/output use 

in the last one.  In examining the behavior of memory after each action in the tester, you can quickly identify 

memory leak problems. 
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Figure 9 : Process Explorer on Windows 

2.11.2 Mac OS X 

On Mac OS X, I used terminal command call “top” which display all the running processes and some 

information about them (Figure 10). One of this information is memory used. In the same way as windows, it’s 

easy to check memory increase due to an action in the graphic tester. 

 
Figure 10 : Command top on Mac OS X 

2.12 Deployment / Binaries 

After the development terminated, the bug corrected and the memory leak blocked, it’s necessary to provide 

binaries for users and in the best case a complete installer. I will define the methods I used on Windows and 

Mac OS X for deployment. 
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2.12.1 Windows 

Search paths 

To execute a release executable on Windows, it’s necessary to define libraries paths it need. The windows 

system search libraries in a specific order which is: 

   1. The directory from which the application loaded. 

   2. The current directory. 

   3. The system directory. 

   4. The 16-bit system directory. 

   5. The Windows directory. 

   6. The directories that are listed in the PATH environment variable.  

I need to be sure that it’s my libraries which will be used during the binary execution (to avoid all 

compatibility version problems). So, I put them (Qt and Visual studio .dll) directly on the executable directory 

which is the first directory researched by windows application. 

Pictures problem 

I didn’t compile Qt framework with the special option to integrate pictures management directly on .dll and I 

faced a problem during release execution (no problem on debug). My pictures were not show and I couldn’t 

see the satellite view load thanks to the Google API. To correct that problem, I put the “imageformats” 

directory (necessary because of relative path on dll) and the libraries I needed on it (qjpeg4.dll). 

NSIS 

NSIS (Nullsoft Scriptable Install System) [7] is a professional open source system to create Windows 

installers. It is designed to be as small and flexible as possible. It allow to compress all files your application 

need in one installer file (.exe) and can be port in different windows systems (XP, Vista, Seven). 

The script I used during for my tester is available here as sample. 

2.12.2 Mac OS X 

Not finish yet 

 

2.13 Another problems met 

During the development I met some problems unrelated to any of the preceding parts. I will expose them in 

this one. 

2.13.1 QString::toStdString() 

To stay Qt independent in input and output part of each module, I made a lot of conversion from QString to 

std::string in my source code. I used the method of QString: toStdString() . But if this function is use as 

argument in a method, an pointer error can occur during execution. It’s very difficult to identify this kind of 

bug. To avoid this bug, I used the following code instead of toStdString:  
std::string stdString(qString.toLatin1().data()); 

2.13.2 Tracer FT 

To obtain trace and log about the execution of my application, I used the Tracer developed by France Telecom. 

But the trace and log are write in a file in asynchronous mode and for that if I passed some pointers in the 

LOG_MSG function, sometimes it crashed. I removed all pointers in that function and no problems after. It’s a 

little handicapping because file name or path as often useful in log but a char* is a pointer. 

 

GeoCartoPluginGoogle.nsi
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3 FEEDBACK ABOUT QT CREATOR 

3.1 Presentation 

Qt Creator is a new cross-platform development environment for Qt framework users. It was developed by Qt 

team recently bought by Nokia, a Finnish multinational communications corporation. Qt Creator is available 

precompiled with the last version of Qt library and is include in Qt SDK. One installation is enough to obtain a 

complete environment to develop multi-platform application. The best features of Qt Creator are: 

 An advanced C++ code editor 

 Integrated GUI layout and forms designer 

 Project and build management tools 

 Integrated, context-sensitive help system 

 Visual debugger 

 Rapid code navigation tools 

 Supports multiple platforms 

The following sections are more feedback and comparison with other IDE and not a manual of Qt Creator. A 

manual have been already created by Qt team and is available here or online.  

3.2 Session/Project management 

In Qt Creator, you have two types of file management: sessions and projects. 

A session is similar to a solution in visual studio. The big difference is that a session is not save in a file but 

store in Qt Creator application. You can create different sessions from session manager and add several 

projects in each session. If you quit Qt Creator, you will retrieve all your projects in your session. The session 

manager (Figure 11) can save changes (for example by saving open files), to preserve their state for future 

sessions.  

 
Figure 11 : Session manager 

A project contains many files (headers, sources, forms) and build configuration. This information are store in 

project file with .pro extension. You can create (Figure 12) with Qt Creator some default project like 

application, console application or C++ library. It’s also possible to import Makefile-based project. 

 
Figure 12 : New project/file dialog 

qt-creator-1.0-whitepaper.pdf
http://qt.nokia.com/doc/qtcreator-1.2/index.html
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The difference with another IDE is projects files which are here to keep the tree directory, exactly like 

CMakeLists.txt do (Figure 13).  In the following example, I have HSLV2.pro, the higher project file which 

contains only three lines for qmake build: 

 
TEMPLATE = subdirs 

CONFIG += ordered 

SUBDIRS = Utils \ Geo 

This file is not a project to build (define by subdirs template option) but just here to look project files in “Utils” 

and “Geo” directory. It is necessary that .pro files have the same name of the directory. Qmake will create a 

MakeFile in each subdirectory traveled. 

 
Figure 13 : HSLV2 project in Qt Creator 

With that project architecture, you can compile all your subprojects in one action but also open only a subpart 

of your global project to work with and build it.  

I really like the way projects work in Qt Creator, and it’s very comfortable to keep your tree directory in your 

IDE to have a global vision of your main project. 

3.3 Designer 

Qt designer which was available before Qt Creator is now a part of it. When you edit a .ui file you obtain a 

designer interface to create your form application (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14 : Designer include in Qt Creator 
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All the forms are available in Windows and Mac OS X standard. When you open your .ui file in a different 

operating system, the view change automatically. Like in many IDE now, you can not directly change the 

content of a .ui file because it’s construct automatically and all your change will be lost. The problem I 

encountered is the different between Mac and Windows standard which change a little bit the application view. 

The font size, the family, the form of button, all that differences can generate problems if you try to create only 

one application layer for Windows and Mac OS X. I keep my idea that if you have the time and the team, it’s 

really preferable to develop one application view for each platform you want supported. To conclude, it’s a 

really good and easy way to quickly develop the design of a cross-platform application. 

3.4 Debug 

In Qt Creator, the debugger (Figure 15) is personally dedicated to Qt library and for that it’s very easy to debug 

Qt program.  You can quickly see in which thread you are and easily move to another thread. The stack is 

display every time and you can watch your Qt object very well define. Of course, it’s always difficult in C++ 

to see the value of a pointer. Absolutely no problem to use this debugger and  the grip is really intuitive. 

 
Figure 15 : Debugger view in Qt Creator 

 

3.5 Subversion / Git / Perforce 

Qt Creator is already composed of plug-ins to manage version control of files. The three plug-ins available are 

for subversion (SVN), git and perforce. I just used subversion during my project because it’s the version 

control established in CIM team. It’s very easy to use and works exactly like SVN client (Figure 16). The only 

criticism I can make is that you can only commit and update files link to the project file (headers, sources, 

forms) and no configuration files or dynamic library for example. Because of this, I needed to use another 

client (TortoiseSVN) and finally, I totally used this last one and practically never the plug-in in Qt Creator. 

    

 
Figure 16 : SVN commit in Qt Creator 

 

3.6 Feedback 

Qt Creator is a young IDE released on March 2009 and because of that, it has some lacks. For example, it 

doesn’t have a file template management for big project when you want to keep the same structure for all your 

code source files or a code style management if you want to define a code style for your entire project (K&R, 

BSD, GNU …). After that, it’s a very powerful development tool which is available in several platforms and 

perfect for a medium cross-platform project. All features already developed are really well done and in my 

opinion it’s a question of time before it will be a reference among IDE.  
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All examples integrated to begin with all possibility of Qt library are really welcome for new Qt developers. 

It’s very dedicated to Qt and I don’t know if it is the right choice if you do not use Qt framework in your 

project. It will be necessary to test this kind of project. But if you are using Qt in your cross-platform project, 

do not hesitate and the community is very active, new versions will come very soon. It’s possible to upgrade Qt 

Creator without change the version of the SDK you used for your application. You just need to download Qt 

Creator in a new repository and link it with the old SDK library. 


